**FEATURED PRODUCTS // JANUARY–MARCH 2020**

**READYLIFT SUSPENSIONS**

**NEW**

**3" SST LIFT KIT**

*for 2019-2020 Ford Ranger*

Combines a 3.0" front leveling kit with a 1" rear block for a lifted stance front and back. The ideal choice for Ranger owners who want to raise the front of their new truck and install larger wheels and tires while maintaining the factory ride and handling.

PN 69-2930

**POWERSTEP ELECTRIC RUNNING BOARDS**

*for ’18-’19 Jeep Wrangler JL 4-Door*

Automatic, electric-powered running board instantly extends when you open your door then hides itself safely out of sight when the doors close for improved ground clearance, aerodynamics, and appearance.

PN 75132-01A

**AMP RESEARCH**

Innovation in Motion

**ULTRA FLEX HARD FOLDING TRUCK BED COVER**

*for 2020 Jeep Gladiator*

Featuring ShockDrop™ technology.

PN UX32010

**CURT**

ADJUSTABLE CUSHION HITCH BALL MOUNT

15,000-lb Rating and 2" Shank

Featuring ShockDrop™ technology.

PN 45949

WARNING Cancer; Birth Defects; and Reproductive Harm www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
**TERMINATOR SERIES**

**LED HEADLIGHT CONVERSION**

**Plug-and-Play Kits**

- **PN 9006TLED** 9006 LED Conversion Headlight Kit
- **PN H11TLED** H11 LED Conversion Headlight Kit
- **PN H13TLED** H13 LED Conversion Headlight Kit

- See 2–3 times farther than stock lighting systems
- LED technology provides instant on/off light with no ramp-up time.
- Focus cup design for narrow projection beam—no glare
- LED lasts longer than your OEM lighting system.
- Fanless heat-sink technology
- Two-year warranty

**GO RHINO**

**SPORT BAR 2.0**

Add style to your pickup with Go Rhino’s textured-black Sport Bar 2.0. A universal fit for full-size trucks.

- PN 911000T
- PN 960001T

Take your Sport Bar 2.0 to the next level with a power-actuated retractable light mount. Lets lights retract into the Sport Bar 2.0 with the flip of a switch!

**SPORT BAR 2.0**

PN 911000T

PN 960001T

**SI-TECH SILICONE FLAT WIPER BLADES**

- More pressure points for streak-free wiping action
- Silicone rubber insert provides smooth and quiet operation
- Frameless design eliminates snow and ice buildup

**One-Piece Design**

Prevents ice and snow buildup by eliminating exposed metal components. Frameless design provides even pressure points for streak-free wiping.

**Silicone Rubber**

Maintains a sharp, clean edge and offers better resistance to all environments. Lasts up to twice as long as standard wipers. Coats windshield with water-repellent silicone with every wipe.

**ASK ABOUT A SET FOR YOUR VEHICLE!**

**RIGID**

**OWN THE NIGHT!**

360-SERIES 4 INCH ROUND LED OFF-ROAD DRIVE BEAM PATTERN FOR MODERATE SPEED (20-50 MPH) AND AMBER BACKLIGHT | PAIR

The optimized beam patterns project up to 8,600 raw lumens and are protected by an aluminum housing. Feature a blacked-out circuit board, prominent RIGID Industries branding, and a limited lifetime warranty—making these the most robust, useful round lights on the market.
Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations.

We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Textured-Black Epyx Drop-Down Steps
for 2019 Ram 1500 Crew Cab (new body style)

Trigger 4 Plus Power Distribution System
Wireless Control: Remote Switch Panel
Save time installing electronic accessories! TRIGGER eliminates the need to run wires under the dash or through the firewall. It also adds an RF remote control for activating installed accessories from outside the vehicle and dimming/flashing functions for installed lighting. Unlock additional features with the TRIGGER mobile app!

Black Steel Bumper with Full Grille Guard and Tow Hooks
for '17-'19 F-250 and '17-'18 F-350

X-Act Contour Floor Liners
for '18-'20 Toyota Tacoma

Sentry CT Premium matte-black woven fabric and an extra low-profile look. With fabric pressure-bonded to heavy-duty black aluminum slats, the Sentry CT represents the ultimate in strength and style. Installation is quick and easy—no special tools or drilling required.

Hard Roll-Up Truck Bed Cover
for '15-'19 F-150 with 5'7” Bed

Premium matte-black woven fabric and an extra low-profile look. With fabric pressure-bonded to heavy-duty black aluminum slats, the Sentry CT represents the ultimate in strength and style. Installation is quick and easy—no special tools or drilling required.
POWER & PLAY

PERFORMANCE AIR INTAKE SYSTEM
for ’14–’19 Silverado & Sierra

PN 63-3082

- Replaces your vehicle’s restrictive factory air filter and air intake housing.
- Dramatically reduces intake restriction by smoothing and straightening air flow.
- Comes with a chrome-topped K&N high-flow air filter and heat shield that replace the factory air box.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and Di-n-butyl phthalate which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

POWERED RUNNING BOARDS
for ’03–’18 Toyota 4Runner and ’05–’18 Toyota Tacoma

Patented step-within-a-step design for easier access, especially on large vehicles.

PN 3025179 Running Boards
PN 3025152 Mounting Brackets (required)

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

BDX delivers dyno-proven tune files that increase horsepower and torque, unlocking greater towing ability and off-road potential. Available for many popular truck applications. Ask for details!

PN 40470

DYNO-PROVEN PERFORMANCE

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

EPIC WINCH HOOK
12,000 LB PN 92090

Made from ultra-strong forged steel, the WARN Epic winch hook with E-coat finish provides maximum protection and reliability against wear and abrasion.

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

VR EVO 12
SELF RECOVERY WINCH
PN 103254

Ideal for 3/4- and 1-ton pickups and all types of large-frame rigs that require longer and heavier pulls. The VR EVO 12 features an IP68-rated waterproof construction; an ultra-reliable Albright® contactor inside a relocatable control pack; and a state-of-the-art, two-in-one remote for ease of use and versatility.

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations.

We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.

POWERSTEP XL ELECTRIC-POWERED RUNNING BOARD
for ’17-’19 F-250 and ’17-’18 F-350
Designed for lifted trucks, this automatic electric-powered running board has been integrated into a custom rocker rail to create a seamless look while providing a 3” lower stepping surface than the original PowerStep.

PN 77235-01A

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

RUGGED OFF ROAD
2.5” FRONT LEVELING KIT
for 2015-2019 Ford F-150

Rugged Off Road has 2WD/4WD Ford F-150 truck owners covered when it comes to offering the best-constructed, best-value leveling kit on the market. The hammertone, powder-coated, laser-cut steel coil suspension spacers offer a full 2.5” of front lift and the ability to install up to 34” tires! No cutting. No modifying. Easy installation.

PN 5-106

WARNING: This Product Contains a chemical known to the State of California to cancer. - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

2” LEVELING LIFT KIT
for 2015-2019 GMC CANYON CHEVROLET COLORADO

Quickly achieve a perfectly level stance with the easy-to-install 15040 suspension leveling kit. Includes a corrosion-resistant upper strut spacer, preload spacer, and hardware.

• Maintains factory ride quality
• Simple bolt-on installation (no cutting)
• Increases ground clearance
• Works with Duramax diesel models.

PN 15040

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

3.5” SPORT SYSTEM WITH RS5000X SHOCKS
for ’18 JEEP WRANGLER JLU NON-RUBICON 4WD
100% bolt-on system allows for the use of up to 35” tires for capable, all-around performance and is precision engineered to be compatible with the Jeep Factory Electronic Stability System.

PN RS6124BR5

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Wash hands following handling or before eating.

TOTAL TRUCK CENTERS.COM
HEAVY-DUTY CONTRACTOR RACK

- Supports loads up to 1,000 lb
- Adds convenience for hauling large loads
- Includes front air dam to reduce noise
- Durable welded steel cleats
- No drilling required when installed with supplied J-hooks
- Can be permanently installed with provided hardware

PN 18602

AEROSKIN FLUSH-MOUNT DARK SMOKE HOOD PROTECTOR

Tough defense against road debris for your vehicle’s hood. Aeroskin’s flush-mount design fits hood contours perfectly to provide the best leading-edge hood protection available today.

PN 322079

IN-CHANNEL VENTVISOR SIDE WINDOW DEFLECTOR

Sleek profile helps keep rain out and lets fresh air in to reduce interior heat buildup. Easy, no-drill installation.

PN 194768

WIDESIDER SIDE BARS

Mounting brackets required for installation.

PN 392695

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM

Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
2007-2019 TOYOTA TUNDRA CREWMAX
for 5.5' Bed with Deck Rail System

Rigid, one-piece polycarbonate provides superior impact resistance and ultimate UV protection. Perform in temperatures from -50°F to 200°F. Resilient matte finish provides incredible scratch resistance and adds style to your truck. Retracts without joints or hinges that can trap dust, wear out, or freeze.

**WARNING:** Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

**RUGGED LINER**

UNDER-RAIL TRUCK BEDLINER

_for 2019 Silverado/Sierra with 6' 7" Bed (new body style)_

- Durable, high-density polyethylene protects against dents, dings, and scratches.
- Non-pooling floor
- 2" x 4" inserts permit two-tiered stacking.

PN C67U19

---

**XLT BED MAT**

FOR '15-'19 F-150 with 5'6" Bed

PN XLTBMQ15SCS

Designed specifically for trucks that have an existing spray-in liner (or no bed liner). The all-new design has an integrated tailgate gap guard hinge that connects the bed piece to the tailgate piece. The polypropylene top layer offers a flat work surface that is slip- and skid-resistant. The ¾” padded layer provides dent and impact resistance while offering a cushion for your knees as you crawl around your truck bed.

**WARNING:** Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

**UNDERCOVER**

ARMORFLEX HARD FOLDING TRUCK BED COVER

_for '16-'19 Toyota Tacoma with 5' Short Bed _PN AX42014

Heavy-duty panels are coated with a LINE-X® specialty automotive coating designed to provide advanced protection from dents and scuffs, even in the most extreme environments.

---

**RETRACTABLE TRUCK BED COVER**

NOW AVAILABLE FOR 2007-2019 TOYOTA TUNDRA CREWMAX

for 5.5' Bed with Deck Rail System

Rigid, one-piece polycarbonate provides superior impact resistance and ultimate UV protection. Perform in temperatures from -50°F to 200°F. Resilient matte finish provides incredible scratch resistance and adds style to your truck. Retracts without joints or hinges that can trap dust, wear out, or freeze.

**WARNING:** Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
**Legend Series Grille Guard**
Legend grille guard, the original icon of the vehicle-protection industry, is one fully welded piece of steel mounted to your vehicle’s frame in four locations, creating a solid barrier between your truck and unpredictable obstacles.

PN GGD191BL1C

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

**Full-Metal Jackrabbit Truck Bed Cover**
Powder-coated aluminum makes this cover easy to clean and maintain. With its exclusive Continuous Tension Spring (CTS), the cover opens automatically when the latch mechanism is turned and closes easily with the use of the pull strap.

- Turn knob to open, pull strap to close; latches every 12” along rail.
- Low-profile top stays flush with the rails.
- Mounts with speed clamps—no drilling required (on most applications).
- Cover rolls into contoured canister (9.75” x 9.25”).
- Panels are interlocked with a silicon hinge seal to keep the weather out.

---

**Legend Series Bumpers**

**Hardline Front Bumper**
- Sensor compatible
- Numerous light options
- Matte-black finish with flat-black bolt-on plates
- Aggressive design maintains a lower profile.

**Reear Bumper**
- Sensor compatible
- Built-in side step
- Optional backup cube light available
- Matte-black finish with flat-black bolt-on plates

ASK FOR DETAILS

---

**Roll-N-Lock M-Series Retractable Truck Bed Cover**
"07-‘19 Toyota Tundra with 5’6" Bed

The most advanced retractable truck bed cover made has redefined the rules for bed security. From its retractable design, which permits opening or closing in seconds, to its rigid, vinyl-over-aluminum laminated design, this hybrid cover offers everything other covers do not.

PN 7010311

---

**60-Gallon, Extra-Capacity Replacement Fuel Tank**
for ’11-‘16 GM Diesel with 8-ft Bed & Crew Cab

PN LG570M

---

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Wash hands following handling or before eating.

---

Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.
**JK HOOD LOCK**
- Fits 2007+ Jeep JK
- Rivets into existing holes and secures under-hood items from theft
- Eliminates hood flutter

**J-MOUNT JACK LOCK**
- Fits 1997+ Jeep TJ & JK
- Secure your Hi-Lift jack with your Jeep key
- Easily remove and mount Hi-Lift

---

**TREKTOP™ NX SOFT TOP**
for JEEP WRANGLER JLU
- Hybrid zipper/zipperless for easy removal of window panels
- Zippers on rear panel for security and easy configuration changes
- Open the Sunrider from the driver’s seat to let the sun shine in
- Comes with hardware for a no-drill installation
- New, improved, easy-to-open latches
- Conveniently converts to bikini
- Fastback design
- Includes map pockets

**HD TIRE CARRIER KIT**
for ’18-’19 Wrangler JL
The Spartacus HD tire carrier system provides the ultimate in strength and stability for mounting your oversized wheel and tire. The precision die-cast aluminum hinge casting provides maximum strength without the excess weight of steel.

---

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**
(For California Residents)
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.
Premium hard rolling cover has a stylish matte-black finish. When closed, heavy-duty aluminum slats secure the cover the full length of the bed on both sides, providing unrivaled strength and security. When open, the cover rolls up tight to provide full bed access without blocking rearview mirror or third brake light visibility.

For California Residents: WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

64.54” TWO-DRAWER STORAGE SYSTEM
for 2015+ F-150
Secure, weatherproof, and organized storage with a sliding-drawer toolbox.

For California Residents: WARNING: The following information is provided for California customers and product handlers in accordance with California law: California Proposition 65 Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Whether you’re a contractor, sportsman, or simply want to organize your pickup, the DU-HA will safely store your guns, ammunition, sporting gear, tools, and much more under or behind the back seat of your truck.

For California Residents: WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Wash hands following handling or before eating.

Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.
Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations.

We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.

---

**OEM-STYLE GOOSENECK HITCH**

for 2017-2019 Ford F-250/F-350/F-450

PN 60700

- Up to 30,000 lb GTW and 7,500 lb vertical load
- One-person installation requires no lowering of exhaust or spare tire.
- Requires no additional hardware or installation brackets
- No drilling necessary except the truck bed holes
- Included patented 2 5/16” ball eliminates the need for a side handle.
- Limited lifetime warranty

---

**LEGGEND SERIES FRONT BUMPER**

for ’17-’19 F-250/-350 Super Duty

PN FBF171BLRC

Constructed from 4” schedule 40 pipe and diamond-plate steel, Legend Series bumpers are the strongest vehicle-protection products available for 3/4-ton and larger trucks.

---

**Grip Step**

7” Running Boards

for ’17-’19 Ford F-250 and ’17-’18 Ford F-350

PN 415088 Running Boards

PN 401723 Mounting Brackets (required)

- Powder-coated aluminum for strength
- Open treads knock dirt and snow off your boots.
- Smooth, rounded end caps eliminate sharp corners.
- Easy installation with vehicle-specific mounting brackets
- Powder-coated brackets use stainless steel fasteners.
- 7” wide step surface provides safe, comfortable entry and exit.
- Durable, textured-black powdercoat for a sleek, professional finish

---

**LED LIGHT BAR**

FOR WORK TRUCKS

Amber/White with 64 Strobe Patterns and White Override

- Sold as a pair
- Designed specifically for construction and other work fleet vehicles
- 8 strobe patterns with adjustable speed
- Patented attachment clips for access to spare tire release
- Fully encapsulated in a tinted polycarbonate housing

---

**SUPERSPRINGS® SELF-ADJUSTING SUSPENSION STABILIZING SYSTEM**

PN SSA13

- Sold as a pair
- Designed specifically for construction and other work fleet vehicles
- 8 strobe patterns with adjustable speed
- Patented attachment clips for access to spare tire release
- Fully encapsulated in a tinted polycarbonate housing

---

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

**COMMERCIAL/FLEET**
TRAIL ARMOR
ROCKER PANELS
for '09-'18 Ram 1500/2500/3500

- Custom style stands up to tough use.
- Made from tough Dura-Flex® 2000 TPO
- Installs without drilling via 3M™ adhesive
- OEM matte black with paint-ready smooth finish
- Made in the USA • Limited lifetime warranty

PN 14064

POCKET STYLE FENDER FLARES
for 2019 Ram 1500 (except Rebel)

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pocket Style Fender Flares
for 2019 Ram 1500 (except Rebel)

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PN 50924-02

POCKET STYLE FENDER FLARES
for 2019 Ram 1500 (except Rebel)

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pocket Style Fender Flares
for 2019 Ram 1500 (except Rebel)

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PN 50924-02

Outfit Your 2016-2019 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 LD for
PROTECTION, STYLE, AND COMFORT

VIGILANTE PREMIUM
SMOKE HOOD PROTECTOR

Precision engineered to fit your truck. Installs easily using 3M automotive-grade adhesive. No special hardware or drilling is required! Car-wash safe and UV- and scratch-resistant. Proudly made in the USA.

PN 2158-2

TAPE-ONZ
SIDEWIND
DEFLECTORS

Beat the elements and add some attitude to your truck, van, or SUV. Keep your windows partially open to ventilate the interior.

PN 60102-2

3” FRONT/2” REAR
SST LIFT KIT
for 2005-2020 Toyota Tacoma TRD/SR5/Rock Warrior

Upgrade to larger wheel and tire combinations (up to 33” in diameter) while retaining stock ride and handling characteristics. 32.5” tire diameter is recommended.

Not for use on '15-'20 TRD Pro with Bilstain and Fox TRD Pro shocks.

WARNING: WARNING Cancer; Birth Defects; and Reproductive Harm www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PN 69-5212

Textured-Black
HEX SERIES SIDE RAILS
NEW

DeeZee
The Quality Truck Accessory People

- Hexagonal extruded aluminum
- 350-pound tie-down limit
- Cast stanchions
- No drilling required for easy installation
- Limited lifetime warranty

PN DZ99702TB 2014+ Chevy/GMC with 6.5’ Bed
PN DZ99705TB 2003+ Ram with 6.5’ Bed
PN DZ99708TB 2004+ F-150 with 6.5’ Bed


(For California Residents)
Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.

**HARD FOLDING TRUCK BED COVER**

for 2019 Ram with 5’7” Bed (new body style) without RamBox or Multifunction Tailgate

- Aluminum, matte-black, four-panel construction
- Exclusive EnduraCoat covering and all-new extruded side seals keep water out and gear safe.
- Textured powder-coated aluminum frames and hinges for extra wear resistance and protection

PN 85421

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**

(For California Residents) WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

**RUGGED RIDGE**

THIRD BRAKE LIGHT LED LIGHT RING

for ’18-’19 Wrangler JL/JLU

PN 11585.06

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**

**Hypertech**

SPEEDOMETER CALIBRATOR MODULE

for 2019 GM Trucks and Full-Sized SUVs

Designed to correct the speedometer and odometer for unlimited tire sizes or rear gear ratios. This module is perfect for vehicles with computers that don’t allow for tire size and/or rear gear ratio correction and users who want to recalibrate for tire sizes or rear gear ratios outside the range of programmers.

PN 730129

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**

**Pedal Commander**

BLUETOOTH-EQUIPPED THROTTLE RESPONSE CONTROLLER

Eliminates the response delays from your electronic accelerator pedal, allowing your engine to respond faster for better acceleration. Each of the four different control modes—Eco, City, Sport, and Sport+—has an additional eight modes to further adjust the sensitivity to your liking.

PN PC07-BT

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**

**Fia**

FRONT 40/20/40 SEAT COVER

for 2014-2019 Silverado/Sierra

- State-of-the-art design
- Super-grip technology
- Easy installation
- Wear-resistant fabrics
- Allows for side air bags

PN SP88-30 BLACK

**TOTALTRUCKCENTERS.COM**

(For California Residents) WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

(For California Residents) WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Wash hands following handling or before eating.

Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical or pricing errors. Special may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability. Certain items may be non-stocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.
LIQUID TRANSFER TANKS

Transporting non-flammable fluids can be tricky. Dee Zee’s fluid transfer tanks feature three stability baffles to prevent sloshing, while a lockable cap keeps contents secure. A 0.375” drainage plug and venting coupler ensure easy drainage.

SOLID FOLD 2.0 TRUCK BED COVER

for ’20 SILVERADO/SIERRA 2500 HD/3500 HD
with 6’9” Bed without Factory Side Storage

PN 83653

Exclusive, patented Jaw-Grip and EZ-Lock clamps, 1” thick EnduraShield panels, revolutionary snap-on perimeter seals, and integrated corner and hinge seals to protect your cargo from the elements.

WESTiN

HDX SIDE BARS

for ’15-’19 F-150, ’17-’19 F-250 & ’17-’18 F-350

PN 56-13945

Featuring solid one-piece steel and heavy-duty punch plates for high-traction step areas. The notched bar provides more than 2” of additional toe/heel placement versus competitive brands.

GRAVITY RECOVERY ROPE

7/8” x 30’

PN 20231

Includes a free camo-mesh duffle storage bag. 24,250-lb. break strength. Built-in loop with protective sleeve on both ends. Quality high-strength nylon fiber has a 25-percent stretch.

TRUXEDO TRUCK BED ACCESSORIES

UNDER-RAIL BED LIGHT

Illuminates the entire truck bed. Includes eight LED light pods.
PN 1704523

RAIL-MOUNTED CARGO SLING

Offers the utility of a toolbox when you need the extra storage.
PN 1705211

SADDLEBAG CARGO BAG

Fits open-rail truck beds. Mounts behind the wheel well.
PN 1705213

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Wash hands following handling or before eating.
LOADLIFTER 7500 XL
for 2017-2019 Ford F-450
Offering up to 7,500 pounds of load-leveling capacity, the new LoadLifter 7500 XL kit will make towing and hauling with your Ford F-450 a comfortable and stress-free experience.

THE ULTIMATE ON-BOARD COMPRESSOR SYSTEM
Whether it’s with the easy-to-read handheld controller or the free mobile app, you can inflate or deflate your air spring system with one touch.

FORTRESS UNIVERSAL COUPLER LOCK
The Fastway FORTRESS™ keeps your trailer secure. It is the toughest coupler lock available, made from the most corrosion resistant material, and fits nearly every coupler style. The lock’s hinged cover protects it from dirt, debris, rust, water, and ice. With its thick housing, incredible strength, and a lock that’s almost impossible to pick, you can be confident your trailer is safe.

BEDXTENDER HD SPORT
V-shape design is the perfect mix of form and function. Provides the extra clearance needed when used with some tonneau cover rails. Flip it out with the tailgate open to gain up to 2 feet of enclosed cargo area.

PORTABLE WI-FI BACKUP CAMERA
Create its own Wi-Fi hotspot. Includes a patent-pending magnetic adjustable mount. Portable capability allows the camera to be positioned anywhere. Can be transferred from vehicle to vehicle when needed. Helps with trailer hook-up, parking assist, rock crawling, and other outdoor vehicle activities.

ECHO MOBILE TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER
• Wirelessly connects to your smartphone
• Easy app-enabled access
• Compact, portable design
• Transfer from one vehicle to another
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RETRACTABLE TRUCK BED COVER
For '15-'19 Ford F-150 with 5'6" Bed

The XR Series combines the ONE MX with the integrated Trax Rail System that allows for unique and personal customization above your truck bed cover. The RetraxONE XR combines strong, durable polycarbonate with a powerful and incredible scratch resistant matte finish paired with a low-profile patented design that streamlines the overall appearance and provides a firm seal.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PN T-60373

WESTiN’
WJ2 FULL-WIDTH FRONT BUMPER WITH LED LIGHT BAR MOUNT
For '18-'19 Wrangler JL

Constructed with 3/16" plate steel and fits most double- or single-row 20" light bars.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including DEHP or other Phthalates; which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PN 59-80125

BAKFlip MX4
HARD FOLDING TRUCK BED COVER
For 2019 Ranger with 5’ Bed

From its sleek contemporary styling to its state-of-the-art functionality, the BAKFlip MX4 features a premium-density foam core, upgraded latch housing components, and an all-new integrated tailgate seal that allows the tailgate to be closed with the cover up or down.
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PN 448332

LOADLIFTER 5000 ULTIMATE PLUS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL AIR LINES
For 2019 Silverado/Sierra 1500
Helps to eliminate problems frequently faced when towing and hauling, such as squat, poor headlight aim, trailer sway, and body roll.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PN 89288

SMARTAIR II
SINGLE-PATH ONBOARD AIR COMPRESSOR SYSTEM

PN 25490

TOTAL TRUCK CENTERS™ POLICY ON ADVERTISED ITEMS

Products in this flyer are selected in advance of this sale. If a product is temporarily out of stock, we can issue a RAIN CHECK to buy the item at the sale price when available. Some products are not available at all Total Truck Centers™ stores. Freight charges are not included in the price of factory special orders. Total Truck Centers™ disclaims any responsibility for print errors in this flyer as to specifications or price. Coupons cannot be used in conjunction with sale items. Total Truck Centers™ reserves the right to limit quantities. Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on pollution controlled motor vehicles.

For California Residents
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